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Case of Mr. Knapp.

Sociologically, the nurse persisting in training in nursing, unaccredited,
grafted conscience of pr.

bright unwashed face, etc.

- depended on heat, de'iny = supera.

rez. Mr. K., last = described her.

shrin altitude -

pal at Syracuse

Common minimally of nurses in
order of nurses.

Recognizability: nurse = Steve Gable,
training for each of nursing depot-
nally. Mr.'s case illustrating
what can be expected of
woman in whom he dealt
have

persisted - failure to recognize

narc and or major in part of
woman who see, in their kind appeal - much - silence a plain appeal of duty -

acceptance by woman of idea of public office - perquisite.

Business perquisites - right of use once in every office of

content - my uid - soley expensive

woman where I worked for above

stripping of woman -

Case of Mrs. Knoff

Easily pass indifference
through money, but minds exact little

Hope that nonsense
help in spreading fanatics
speech - accepted be misleading

Wlien of slopping capital
stories of brute craft - census ellusive
pel-study money frequent richer